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A MESSAGE

from Dean Caminker

I

rarely find myself utterly speechless
when being interviewed on national
television. But such was the case
recently when I was an expert commen tator on the Czech Republic National
Morning News. To be sure, the fact that
my earpiece- or perhaps the translator herself- malfunctioned and the
questions came at me fast and furious
in the Czech language probably had
something to do with it. But maybe the
daunting enormity of the problem I was
being asked to discuss played a role as
well.
The stimulus for that somewhat
surreal interview, and the reason for
my visit to Prague, was to participate in
an international conference on judicial
independence- a topic readers of this
column know is one of great interest
to me. In this space just one year ago,
in fact, I suggested that judicial independence in the United States may be
under threat. The point I was trying to

make then, and still find valid today,
is that proclamations about, and even
ad hominem attacks on, judges can
jeopardize the separation of powers,
not to mention rule of law, on which

Birden, had angered religious conservatives by earlier signing a court decision
to bar the promotion of a primary school
teacher who wore a headscarf on the way
to work.

this commonwealth depends. Judicial
independence, in other words, isn't
a pleasant linguistic construction; it's
the sine qua non without which we no
longer function as a democratic society.
While I don't believe we can ignore
such threats in the United States, my
recent travels overseas, meetings with
foreign jurists, and the intensified
exposure to international news that
comes with such travel suggests that
judicial independence abroad at least
in certain parts of the world- isn't
under threat . There it's either non-

In Egypt, where judges have responsibility to oversee parliamentary elections,
two such jurists- Mahmoud Mekki and
Hisham Bastawisi were outspoken in
criticism of alleged electoral fraud in
which other government-affiliated judges
were alleged to be complicit. As a result,
Mekki and Bastawisi had to appear
before a disciplinary board and are facing
disciplinary actions. When supporting
judicial colleagues demonstrated against
such actions- joined by members of
the public- they were confronted by
heavy police security which obstructed
their march . Some of their number and
other lay supporters were injured by
police and at least 50 were arrested.
Additionally, eight other judges are
reportedly facing disciplinary action for
having criticized voting irregularities.
The Turkish and Egyptian situations
would seem to be a direct assault on
judicial independence. In Pakistan, the
assault is more indirect and, some argue,
has made the judiciary subservient to
the legislature and political will rather
than to the Constitution. Not only has
the judiciary endorsed military coups
on three occasions that ended democratic rule, but since the October 1999
coup, judges who might have opposed
the military's rule were ousted. Critics
further allege that political allies of the
administration fill key senior judicial

existent or methodically being eliminated.
Consider Turkey, where a senior
administrative judge was shot dead and
four other judges wounded when an
Islamist lawyer,
Alparslan Arslan,

''Mode ls and guidelines are clearly
·worthwhile, but judicial expert Russell
Wheeler argues that what niale.es j-udicial independence a reality is a general
cultural expectation-the popular
understanding that judges should he,
and are, independent in their decisionmabng."
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smuggled a Glock
automatic weapon
into court and
opened fire. Arslan
was protesting
a ruling against
women wearing the
Muslim headscarf
- barred from
many venues in offi.
dally secular Turkey.
One of the wounded
judges, Mustafa

appointments and thereby control case
allocations and assignments.
In China, judicial independence
can be subject to the will or whim of
local Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
committees. In one especially egregious
case, a successful entrepreneur's business
was appropriated by the county government. When the owner objected, the
county government used its influence
at the local bank to bankrupt the
enterprise and, if that were not sufficient, had t_h e entrepreneur indicted
on charges of corruption and misuse
of public funds. At trial, the presiding
judge who rendered a not guilty verdict
was subsequently demoted and his
Yerdict oYerturned. At appeal, and over
the objections of the appellate judge,
the local CCP committee found the
defendant guilty.
Then there are the strategies of courtpacking, denial of tenure, mass firings,
and replacement of legitimate jurists
with political cronies that observers
argue have been characteristic of the
regimes of Carlos Menem in Argentina,
Alberto Fujimori in Peru, and Hugo
Chavez in Venezuela.
To be fair, alleged abuses aren't
proven abuses; and charges of politically
inspired judicial favoritism are not infrequently politically inspired. But trying
to rationalize away physical assault,
murder, and the use of fear to stifle
judicial independence is more difficult
to do, and there's no lack of evidence
that these phenomena do indeed occur.
Still, it's important to point out that

there are bright spots, even in areas
where the tradition of judicial independence has not previously existed.
In Cambodia, for instance, the United
Nations Transnational Authority began
rebuilding a legal system effectively
destroyed during the Khmer Rouge
period. Today, both intimidation by
those with power and also corruption by
those with money continue, but foreign
consultants are providing on-site training
and assistance, existing Cambodian
laws are being compiled, foreign bar
associations are collecting law books
and supplies for distribution, and a new
generation of lawyers and judges is being
trained. Analogous encouraging signs
are also being seen in Haiti, El Salvador,
and Rwanda, where the UN's 1995 Basic
Principles on the Independence of the
Judiciary provide a model and guide lines.
Models and guidelines are clearly
worthwhile, but judicial expert Russell
Wheeler argues that what makes judicial
independence a reality is a general
cultural expectation the popular
understanding that judges should be,
and are, independent in their decisionmaking. In the United States, of course,
that expectation is accompanied by
ancillary practices that are no less
important, such as lifelong or specific
term tenure and secure salaries. In the
third world, the enabling conditions
for independence are frequently not in
place, but the outcry against abuses and
the overall direction toward judicial
independence are at least positive

enough to sustain hope. What's perhaps
also a factor is how well our own judicial
system can provide a model for the rest
of the world, and in that arena, the jury
is still out.
I ended up on Czech TV last May
because I was in Prague attending
the 14th annual International Judicial
Conference, a gathering of more than
150 Supreme Court Justices from over
50 countries focusing on the centrality
and importance of judicial independence
in emerging democratic societies. The
conference, conceived of and supported
by Fred Furth, '59, and now cosponsored by the Law School, will likely
be held in Ann Arbor next spring. Let us
hope that by that time we can say some
more encouraging things about progress
being made, both here and around the
world.
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